
Mikhail Goshovskiy And Yekaterina Herzog 

My grandchildren Mikhail and Yekaterina photographed at my request in their apartment in
Uzhgorod. They sent me this photo. This photo was taken in 1998.

My granddaughter Yekaterina was born in 1978. Two years later my grandson Mikhail was born. My
daughter Ludmila and her husband decided to stay in Uzhgorod. I often visit my daughter's family
in Uzhgorod and my grandchildren visit me. In 2002 a terrible tragedy happened in our family. My
daughter fell severely ill. She had a malicious tumor in her brain. She had a surgery, but to no
avail. Nobody told me my daughter's diagnosis, and when I heard about it, she was already dying.
Despite a surgery and our efforts she died in 2002, so young that she was. There will be always
pain of this loss with me. After finishing school Yekaterina entered the Historical Faculty of
Uzhgorod University. Mikhail studied at the Medical Faculty in the university. My granddaughter
also taught history in the Jewish Sunday school and my grandson worked as a medical brother
during studies. When she was a senior student in the university, my granddaughter. After finishing
the 4th year of the university my granddaughter took an academic leave and went to work in
Germany for a year, to Stuttgart. She met her future husband Michael Hertzog, a German man,
there. They got married. A year later Yekaterina returned to Uzhgorod, finished her studies in the
university and moved in with her husband in Germany. Now she studies at the Faculty of
Economics in Osnabruck. My grandson Mikhail also moved to Germany after finishing his studies.
Soon I am moving to my grandchildren in Germany, my family. It's hard to live alone in my age. Of
course, it's hard to leave everything here, it's been a big part of my life, hard to leave the graves of
my dear ones and get adjusted to a different way of life, but I hope to able to visit Uzhgorod and
Kiev, my two hometowns.
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